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Success Criteria

• I can plan and perform sequences with a partner that include a change of level and shape.

• I can safely perform balances individually and with a partner.

• I can watch, describe and suggest possible improvements to others’ performances and my own.

YEAR 4

Gymnastics
Lesson 8

Learning Objective
To be able to create a partner sequence to include apparatus.

https://www.getset4pe.co.uk/
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Handy Hints
Make the performance interesting by using different shapes, levels and pathways.

Use a starting and finishing position.

Equipment

Optional:
Agility trestle

Benches

Climbing frame

Foam wedge

Springboard

Mats x 10

Apparatus Set Ups KS2 Document
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Warm Up and Introduction
10 Mins

Set up the apparatus:
Sit the pupils around the outside of the hall and select pupils to help set up six different stations.

Teacher note: please see guidelines in resource bank on safely moving apparatus. See resource card ‘Apparatus Set Ups' for ideas on station set ups.

 

Copy me:
Pupils stand in their own space and jog on the spot. When the teacher calls different instructions pupils quickly complete the shapes.

Change the movement action in between shapes to actions that can be completed on the spot e.g. jumping on the spot, high knees, heel flicks, star jumps etc.

Keep a steady breath throughout the warm up.

Make this harder by allowing a selected pupil to lead the warm up. 

Make this easier by showing the pupils the shapes each time. 

Pike 

Straddle 
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Tuck

Front support  

Back support
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Skill Development
30 Mins

Safety of using apparatus:
Discuss how to safely use apparatus.

Teacher note: see guidelines in the resource bank on safely using apparatus.

 

Creating a partner sequence:
In pairs, sit pupils at one of the six stations. They will work with their partner to create a partner sequence using the station given to them. Pupils discuss with their partner what actions

they think will work well on different areas of their apparatus. The sequence must include at least one of each of the following:

Jump
Roll
Individual balance
Partner balance
Inverted movement
Travelling movments e.g. slide, spin, step

Teacher note: write these actions up on flipchart paper for the pupils to refer to throughout the lesson.

Discuss what pupils can do to make their sequences interesting.

Change the direction, level and pathway.

Encourage the pupils to use all areas of the station including the mats around it.

Make this harder by giving the pupils more challenging apparatus or specifying a set number of actions to be used.

 
Peer assessment:
Link pairs together. Groups take it in turns to perform to each other. They then provide feedback on the performance they have seen. Ask the pupils observing to consider if the

performance included all the required actions. Did the actions flow? What else could the pair do to make their sequence look more interesting? Did they have a starting and finishing

position?

Teacher note: pupils could encourage other pupils to use different levels, different directions, hold their balances for longer.
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Plenary

 

Using feedback:
Once both pairs have performed and received feedback, give them time to make changes to their sequences.

Reflect on the feedback provided and discuss how to make improvements to the performance.

 

End performance:
Pupils perform their sequences, half the class perform and half watch, then switch over.

Encourage the pupils to use gymnastic terminology to help them structure their feedback e.g. actions, inverted movements, shapes, levels, directions. 

5 Mins

Ask the pupils to give you an example of which movements they linked together to help their sequence flow e.g. a low travelling movement into a low balance.

Ask the pupils to reflect on the feedback they were given. Can they share examples of the feedback they used to help them improve their performance?


